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Đề thi có 04 trang 

 

MÃ ĐỀ: 701 

ĐỀ KIỂM TRA CHẤT LƯỢNG ĐẦU NĂM LỚP 11 – 

LẦN 1 

ĐỀ THI MÔN: TIẾNG ANH 

 

   

Thời gian làm bài 60 phút; Không kể thời gian giao đề 

Họ tên thí sinh .................................................................................Số báo danh: ..................... 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part 

differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1. A. visited     B. tried         C. decided             D. protected 

Question 2. A. helicopter           B. heiress                        C. horn                              D. hidden  

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions from 3 to 10. 

Psychologist who work on motivation research a wide range of human traits and physiological 

characteristics that include the effects of hunger, reward, and punishment,, as well as desires for power 

tangible achievement, social acceptance, belongingness, self-esteem, and self-actualization. A plethora of 

hypotheses developed in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have the goal of identifying causes of an 

organism’s behavior that can be both conscious. The hierarchical organization of human needs is a 

theoretical model. Originally established by an American psychologist, Abraham Maslow, in 1954. The 

needs located at the bottom of the pyramid are the essentials of physiological survival that encompass 

oxygen, water, water, nutrition, rest, and avoidance of pain. Maslow’s theory, grounded in research, also 

stipulated that these are variable and, at least to some extent, may explain, for example, food gratification. 

The second tier is rooted in the human need for safety, stability, and protection.  

In the human life cycle, the needs for belonging are manifested in the desires to marry, have a family, 

belong in a community or among similarly minded people. In part, the need to belong can also show up in a 

search for particular types of occupations or careers. The next level of the hierarchy in effect deals with two 

substrata, where the first presumes the need for status, prestige, recognition, appreciation, and dominance, 

and the higher division includes a conglomeration of emotionally centered traits that pivot on competence, 

confidence, mastery, achievement, independence, and freedom.  

The top tier is different from all others, and Maslow referred to it as growth motivation and self-

actualization. At the highest level, individuals seek to realize and put to use their creativity, talent, 

leadership, curiosity, and understanding. At this level people can reach their full potentials and accurately 

perceive and accept reality, seek privacy and depth in personal relationships, resist enculturation, and 

develop social interests, compassion, and humanity. In many cases, self-actualizers do not lead ordinary 

lives, choose growth over safety, and cultivate peak experiences that leave their mark and change one for the 

better. 

Question 3. According to the passage, what does psychology of motivation attempt to uncover? 

A. Reactions to hunger and desires for power B. Developments of human physiology and mind 

C. Reasons for human conduct and moving forces D. Organization of human society and hierarchies 

Question 4. The word “plethora” in paragraph 1 is closest in meaning to.............. 

A. oversimplication  B. Overlap  C. overreach  D. Overabundance 

Question 5. It can be inferred from the passage that in Maslow’s hierarchy................... 

A. The first layer of needs dominates other tiers. 

B. The highest level of the model supersedes the lower levels. 

C. The second layer of needs is more urgent than the first. 

D. The third level of the model is embedded in the fourth. 

Question 6. The word “these” in paragraph 1 refers to..................... 

A. Theory and research    B. Rest and avoidance of pain 

C. oxygen, water, nutrition and rest   D. The lowest set of factors 
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Question 7. It can be inferred from the passage that in modern – day terms, the second layer of needs can be 

reflected in people’s desire for ............. 

A. a house in an upscale neighborhood B. a protected existence and dependence 

C. a measure of job and financial security D. a degree of friendship and family life 

Question 8. The word “conglomeration” in paragraph 2 is closest in meaning to.......... 

A. complex   B. congress   C. conjunction  D. connotation 

Question 9. Which of the following is Not mentioned as a factor in human motivation? 

A. Esteem   B. Participation  C. Accomplishment  D. Conformism 

Question 10. Which of the following conclusions is supported by the passage? 

A. Genuine self-actualizers may attain self–satisfaction 

B. Sincere self–promoters can achieve full contentment 

C. Real self-starters can achieve their lives’desires 

D. True self–actualizers may lead complicated lives. 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other three in 

the position of primary stress in each of the following questions 

Question 11. A. generation B. vulnerable C. conservation D. disappearance 

Question 12. A. alcohol B. dangerous C. surgery D. effective 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct answer to each of the questions from 13 to 19. 

If parents bring up a child with the sole aim of turning the child into a genius, they will cause a 

disaster. According to several leading educational psychologists, this is one of the biggest mistakes which 

ambitious parents make. Generally, the child will be only too aware of what his parents expect, and will fail. 

Unrealistic parental expectations can cause great damage to children. 

However, if parents are not too unrealistic about what they expect their children to do, but are 

ambitious in a sensible way, the child may succeed in doing very well – especially if the parents are very 

supportive of their child. Michael Collins is very lucky. He is crazy about music, and his parents help him a 

lot by taking him to concerts and arranging private piano and violin lessons for him. They even drive him 50 

kilometers twice a week for violin lessons. Michael’s mother knows very little about music, but his father 

plays the trumpet in a large orchestra. However, he never makes Michael enter music competitions if he is 

unwilling. Winston Smith, Michael’s friend, however, is not so lucky. Both his parents are successful 

musicians, and they set too high a standard for Winston. They want their son to be as successful as they are 

and so they enter him for every piano competition held. They are very unhappy when he does not win. 

Winston is always afraid that he will disappoint his parents and now he always seems quiet and unhappy. 

Question 13. One of the serious mistakes parents can make is to ...... 

A. push their child into trying too much   B. help their child to become a genius 

C. make their child become a musician   D. neglect their child’s education 

Question 14. Parents’ ambition for their children is not wrong if they ....... 

A. force their children into achieving success B. themselves have been very successful 

C. understand and help their children sensibly D. arrange private lessons for their children 

Question 15. Who have criticized the methods of some ambitious parents? 

A. Successful musicians.     B. Unrealistic parents.   C. Their children.  D. Educational psychologists. 

Question 16. The two examples given in the passage illustrate that ......... 

A. parents should let the child develop in the way he wants 

B. successful parents always have intelligent children 

C. successful parents often have unsuccessful children 

D. parents should spend more money on the child’s education 

Question 17. The phrase "crazy about" in the passage mostly means ....... 

A. "surprised at"     B. "extremely interested in" 

C. "completely unaware of"    D. "confused about" 

Question 18. The word "They" in the passage refers to ...... 
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A. concerts   B. Michael’s parents   C. parents in general   D. violin lessons 

Question 19. All of the following people are musical EXCEPT ...... 

A. Winston’s father   B. Winston’s mother   C. Michael’s father  D. Michael’s mother 

 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best combines each pair 

of sentences in the following questions. 

 Question 20. She tried very hard to pass the driving test. She could hardly pass it. 

 A. Although she didn’t try hard to pass the driving test, she could pass it. 

 B. Despite being able to pass the driving test, she didn’t pass it. 

 C. She tried very hard, so she passed the driving test satisfactorily. 

 D. No matter how hard she tried, she could hardly pass the driving test. 

Question 21. Alan gave me some advice. I was saved from bankruptcy. 

 A. I was saved from bankruptcy although Alan gave me some advice. 

 B. It was Alan’s advice that saved me bankruptcy. 

 C. If it weren’t for Alan’s advice, I would go bankruptcy. 

 D. Had it not been for Alan’s advice, I would have been bankruptcy. 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D in your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in 

each of the following questions. 

Question 22. She always try to finish her homework before going to bed. 

                                      A                 B C D 

Question 23. Children learn primarily by directly experiencing the world around it. 

                                                   A                                     B                    C              D 

Question 24. A number of wildlife habitat reserves have been established in order to saving 

                      A                                                                                   B                           C 

endangered species from extinction. 

                         D 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

question. 

 Question 25. Recent research has shown that plant and animal extinction leads to ...... loss of biodiversity. 

 A. an B. a C. the D. some 

 Question 26. ...... the parcel, he was surprised at what he saw. 

 A. To open B. Opening C. Have opened D. When opened 

 Question 27. The people ....... the acrobat turn circles in the air were horrified when he missed the hands of 

his partner. 

 A. watched B. watching C. watch D. were watching 

 Question 28. Each year many people ..... take care of the old and disabled. 

 A. volunteer B. volunteerly C. voluntary D. voluntarily 

 Question 29. When I glanced out the window, I saw Tom ..... toward my house. 

 A. walking B. walk C. to walk D. having walk 

Question 30. Let's go out for a walk, .......................? 

     A. don't we         B. won't we         C. shall we            D. do we 

Question 31. My neighbor is a wildlife photographer. Over the years, she ....... many prizes. 

 A. has won B. is winning C. has been winning D. won 

Question 32. The country is rapidly losing its workers as ....... people are emigrating. 

 A. the most and the most    B. the more and the more     C. more and more D. most and most 

Question 33. Her boyfriend is said ......... in the army two years ago 

 A. to have served B. to serve C. serving D. have served 

Question 34. My English is progressing ........... 

    A. odds and ends            B. leaps and bounds     C. bounds and leaps     D. ends and odds 

Question 35. The head teacher loves Literature. She ......... significance to reading classical novels by great 

writers like Charles Dickens or Leo Tolstoy. 

 A. admits  B. attaches  C. attributes  D. plays 
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Question 36. On Friday night some of our friends came to the party and ........ for the weekend. 

 A. fell behind B. waited up C. stayed on D. kept up 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable response to complete each 

of the following exchanges. 

Question 37. Mr. Black: ''I'd like to try on these shoes, please.'' 

                      Salesgirl: ''..............................'' 

A. That's right, sir. B. By all means, sir. C. I'd love to. D. Why not?  

Question 38. Paul:” Hello, I’d like to speak to Mr Green, please” 

                      Mary:"...................." 

A. I'm afraid I don't know  B. I'm sorry. I'll call again later  

C. Sorry. Can you take a message? D. Sorry. Can you say that again? 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 39: Ian was under the weather yesterday so he didn’t go to work. 

 A. ill B. strong  C. fit  D. unhealthy 

Question 40. I don’t like the way Simons brags about his father’s wealth all the time. 

A. lies   B. boasts  C. announces  D. hides 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to the 

underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 41: The massacre of the Jews in World War II has accounted for its people’s hostility towards 

foreigners. 

 A. disease B. hazard C. offence D. friendliness 

Question 42. I eat lunch with a convivial group of my friends. 

    A. unsociable        B. large          C. old            D. lively 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to 

each of the following questions. 

Question 43. The boy can’t write that essay better because he has no books. 

 A. The boy would write the essay better if he had books. 

      B. The boy would write the essay better if he has books. 

 C. The boy would have written the essay better if he had had books. 

 D. The boy will write the essay better if he has books. 

Question 44.  “I am sorry, Jean. I broke your bicycle,” said John. 

A. John apologized to Jean for having broken her bicycle 

B. John apologized Jean for having broken her bicycle. 

C. John apologized to Jean to have broken her bicycle.  

D. John apologized Jean for breaking her bicycle.      

Question 45. They drove fifteen miles off the main road. Also, they had nothing to eat for the day. 

A. They drove fifteen miles off the main road until they had something to eat for the day. 

B. They neither drove fifteen miles off the main road nor had anything to eat for the day. 

C. Driving fifteen miles off the main road, they eventually had something to eat for the day. 

D. Not only did they drive fifteen miles off the main road, they also had nothing to eat for the day. 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 

correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks from 46 to 50. 

AmeriCorps is a national service organization that aims to strengthen American communities. It 

worked with many other local and national organizations to deal with a (46)......... of educational, 

environmental, human and safety concerns. Each year, AmeriCorps volunteers participate in programs all 

over the country. President Bill Clinton and Congress (47)........ the organization in 1993. AmeriCorps 

programs can be either full-time or part-time and usually last from 10 months to a year. To qualify for 

service, a person must be a United States (48)...... and at least 17 years old. Opportunities typically include 

tutoring children, assisting crime victims, cleaning up cities, (49)...... affordable housing and providing 
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computer access to disadvantages communities. At the end of each program, participants receive education 

(50)............. that can be used to pay for college tuition or student loans. 

Question 46. A. distinguish B. difference  C. variety D. choice 

Question 47. A. started B. join   C. offered D. declared 

Question 48. A. young B. nationality  C. people D. citizen 

Question 49. A. build  B. to build  C. building D. built  

Question 50. A. degrees B. money  C. awards D. rewards 

 

---------THE END--------- 

Học sinh không được sử dụng tài liệu; Cán bộ coi thi không giải thích gì thêm./. 

 

 


